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representing information in the form of magnetic polarization;

spin-based memory and logic devices are reviewed.
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ABSTRACT | This paper is both a review of some recent

developments in the utilization ofmagnetism for applications to

logic andmemory and a description of some new innovations in

nanomagnetics and spintronics. Nanomagnetics is primarily

based on the magnetic interactions, while spintronics is

primarily concerned with devices that utilize spin polarized

currents. With the end of complementary metal–oxide–

semiconductor (CMOS) in sight, nanomagnetics can provide a

new paradigm for information process using the principles of

magnetic quantum cellular automata (MQCA). This paper will

review and describe these principles and then introduce a new

nonlithographic method of producing reconfigurable arrays of

MQCAs and/or storage bits that can be configured electrically.

Furthermore, this paper will provide a brief description of

magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM), the first

mainstream spintronic nonvolatile random access memory and

project how far its successor spin transfer torque random

access memory (STT-RAM) can go to provide a truly universal

memory that can in principle replace most, if not all, semicon-

ductor memories in the near future. For completeness, a

description of an all-metal logic architecture based on mag-

netoresistive structures (transpinnor) will be described as well

as some approaches to logic using magnetic tunnel junctions

(MTJs).

KEYWORDS | Magnetic cellular automata (MCA); magneto-

resistive random access memory (MRAM); reconfigurable array

of magnetic automata (RAMA); spin transfer torque random

access memory (STT-RAM)

I . INTRODUCTION

Both nanomagnetics and spintronics utilize spin or mag-

netism to provide new ways to store and process infor-

mation; nanomagnetics is based mainly on magnetic

interactions between nanomagnets, while spintronics is

primarily associated with the utilization of spin polarized

currents in memory and logic devices. With the end of

complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) in

sight, nanomagnetics can provide a new paradigm for
information process using the principles of magnetic quan-

tum cellular automata (MQCAs). MQCAs are described in

the next section, where a new method of fabricating

MQCAs that are fully reconfigurable is proposed. These

reconfigurable arrays can also be prepared as independent

storage bits and by virtue of an extremely regular structure,

both for logic and memory, may be amenable to very cost-

effective polymeric self-assembly manufacturing methods
that can complement, and perhaps eventually replace, the

expensive, top down lithographic techniques currently

used to produce semiconductor logic and memory. In

addition, a brief description of magnetoresistive random

access memory (MRAM) will be presented. MRAM is the

first mainstream spintronic nonvolatile random access

memory. A recent successor to MRAM that uses a novel
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method of writing the bits will also be described; spin
transfer torque random access memory (STT-RAM) can go

much further to provide a truly universal memory that can

in principle replace most, if not all, semiconductor

memories in the near future, and its performance will be

estimated and compared with more conventional memories

below. Finally some novel logic architectures based on

magnetoresistive devices will be described. These are the

transpinnor, which is an all-metal-based architecture, and a
logic structure based on magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs).

II . NANOMAGNETIC LOGIC:
MQCA AND RAMA

Modern electronics is charge based where electronic

charge is used to encode digital information (binary bits

0 and 1). However, this paradigm has a fundamental
shortcoming. Charge is a scalar quantity, and only has

magnitude. Therefore, logic levels must be demarcated by a

difference in the magnitude of charge. For example, more

charge stored in a device could signify the logic bit 0 and

less charge could signify the logic bit 1. Or presence of

charge could signify the logic bit 0 and absence could signify

the bit 1. This is the approach adopted in the metal–oxide–

semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). When the
channel is full of charge, the transistor is ‘‘on’’ and could

encode the bit 0. When the channel is depleted of charge,

the transistor is ‘‘off’’ and could encode bit 1. Switching

between logic levels requires changing the magnitude of

charge in the device, which invariably involves current flow

and an associated I2R Joule dissipation (I ¼ current and R ¼
resistance in the path of the current). This dissipation is

unavoidable in any charge-based electronics.
Spin, on the other hand, is a pseudovector (spinnor) that

has a fixed magnitude, but a variable direction (or

polarization) and whose rotations are governed by the Pauli

spin matrices. By placing an electron in a magnetic field, we

can make its spin polarization bistable (only polarizations

parallel and antiparallel to the field are allowed eigenstates).

These two polarizations can encode the logic bit 0 and 1.

Switching between logic levels will then require merely
flipping the spin, without physically moving the charge in

space and causing a current flow. This can potentially reduce

energy dissipation significantly since the I2R loss is eliminat-

ed. The energy dissipated during a spin flip (logic switching

event) is the energy difference between the two bistable

polarization states which are separated by the Zeeman energy

g�BB. This energy can be made less than the thermal energy

kBT without causing too many unwanted random spin flips
and bit errors, because spin couples very weakly with phonons

and as a result, spin split levels are not broadened by�kBT. If

that were not the case, electron spin resonance experiments

could never be carried out at room temperature where the

spin splitting energy is only few tens of �eV (tens of gigahertz

frequency), while the room temperature kBT is 25 meV.

Because of this weak phonon coupling, spins can also be

maintained out of equilibrium for long durations. As a result,
the energy dissipated during a switching event can be less

than the Landauer–Shannon limit of kBTlnð1=pÞ (p ¼ bit

error probability) since the latter result is derived on the basis

of equilibrium thermodynamics [1], [2].

The idea of spin-based computing, where Boolean logic

gates are realized with interacting single electron spins, is

quite old [3], [4] and is the progenitor of spin-based

quantum computing. This paradigm, known as single spin
logic, is extremely energy efficient (it can reach the

Landauer–Shannon limit of kBTlnð1=pÞ [5]), but requires

low-temperature operation (�1 K) because of the current

state of semiconductor technology. More recently, the idea

of implementing Boolean logic gates with magnetic dots

interacting via dipole–dipole interactions has gained

ground. In a ferromagnetic dot, �104 spins act in unison

like a giant classical spin. When the grain has shape
anisotropy, the magnetization direction becomes bistable

and can encode logic bits 0 and 1 [6]. Logic gates are

realized in the same way as single spin logic. This paradigm

can work at room temperature and Boolean logic gates

have been demonstrated. It has been termed MQCA [7].

A very important result is that the energy dissipated in

switching the magnetization of a dot containing�104 spins

is not 104 times the switching energy of a single spin, but
only about 35 times the switching energy of a single spin

[8]. This happens because of the interactions between the

spins that significantly reduce the number of degrees of

freedom thus reducing the switching energy, etc. In the

end, the energy dissipated in switching a magnetic grain is

2 Ku2V where Ku2 is the anisotropy per unit volume and

V is the volume of the magnetic grain. For a dot of size

(5 nm)3 this energy has been estimated as 0.8 eV [9]. This
energy is about 32 kBT at room temperature, whereas

present-day transistors dissipate about 5� 104 kBT at room

temperature [10]. Magnetic logic is therefore capable of

reducing energy dissipation by three orders of magnitude.

Our ideas for magnetic logic have their foundations in

these early ideas, but go well beyond these implementa-

tions by placing the magnetic bits in arrays in which the

dots can be electrically addressed individually (not with
charge currents, but with electric fields) and the magne-

tism in the dots can be gated and clocked electrically

without having strongly varying magnetic fields.

A. MQCA
Quantum cellular automata (QCAs) were initially

proposed by D. Tougaw and C. Lent at the University of

Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN [11]. The computation is
based on Coulomb interactions of the electrons confined in

quantum dots (QDs). A typical QCA cell design as shown

in Fig. 1 [11] contains four QDs and the two electrons

hopping among the QDs. Due to the Coulomb repulsion, the

electrons occupy one of the two diagonal configurations

which correspond to the bistable ground state representing

logic ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’. With an external perturbation (input), the
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cell can switch between the ground states in a highly

nonlinear and abrupt manner. The information transmission

can be realized by Bbinary wires[ which are composed of

linear arrays of cells that are coupled via the Coulomb

interactions. The QCA cell has been experimentally demon-

strated in 1997 [12] followed by the logic gate [13]. However,
these demonstrations were performed at subkelvin tempera-

tures due to the weak strength of the Coulomb interaction

(�kB� 1 K). In order to operate QCA at room temperature,

the scale of QD and QCA cell needs to be extremely small

(�2 nm) [12], which remains a challenge to the current

technology.

MQCAs on the other hand function based on the dipolar

interactions between nanomagnetics. However, it is the
exchange interaction among spins inside one ferromagnet-

ic dot that can transform the dot (�100 nm) into one single

classical spin which then can be coded as B0[ or B1[ based

on the spin direction, e.g., up versus down. Cowburn et al. [7]

first demonstrated a room temperature MQCA using a chain

of ferromagnetic circular dots. Later, the group at the

University of Notre Dame developed the MQCA using

noncircular dots and showed the magnetic switching of
MQCA wires with the assistance of an external magnetic

field (the clocking field) [14], while Fig. 2 illustrates the

schematics of MQCA cells and wires developed by Bernstein

et al. [14]. Similar to the QCA, the switching between the

ground states in MQCA is adiabatic. The clocking field helps

to align the magnetization along the hard axis of MQCA dots

and once it is removed, the spins in the dots relax into the

ground state set by the initial input without falling into
metastable states. A logic gate based on the majority voting

function has been also demonstrated in 2006 [15].

MQCA is scalable to rather small dimensions and the

scaling limit is the thermal fluctuation limit of about 40 kT

which translates to a nanomagnet size of about 5 nm3 for a

typical ferromagnet. Below the critical size, the spins in

the ferromagnetic dots can randomly flip direction due to

thermal fluctuations. However, the spin state can be stable
for �1 ms even below the superparamagnetism limit,

which is long enough to allow some information processes

[16]. The size scaling also reduces the number of spins in

the dots which in turn increases the switching speed of the

ferromagnetic domain.

One disadvantage of MQCA is its relatively low speed
in comparison to a conventional CMOS device. The bottle-

neck is the precession speed of the domains in response to

the dipolar interaction with neighboring nanomagnets.

These speeds are typically of the order of nanoseconds

[14]. This limits the top speed of MQCA. In addition, the

interface between MQCA and conventional integrated cir-

cuits is also complicated owning to the information con-

version between the charge and the spin. A recent review
by Orlov et al. presents a more detailed discussion and an

outlook of these issues [17].

B. Reconfigurable Array of Magnetic
Automata (RAMA)

This section describes the development of a novel self-

assembled thin-film array of magnetic nanopillars that can be

configured into a MQCA architecture [18]. These nanopillars

are located at the intersections of a very large and regular

cross-point structure with wires below the nanopillars

running one way, and wires on the top running perpendi-
cular to the wires below, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The

nanopillars are magnetized and the selection and geometry of

the ferromagnet ensure that the magnetic moments of the

nanopilllars point either up or down, perpendicular to the

substrate. It has already been demonstrated that a random

array of up and down polarized ferromagnetic pillars

(CoFe2O4) embedded in a ferroelectric or multiferroic matrix

(e.g., BiFeO3) can have their magnetizations rotated from
being perpendicular to the pillar (and the film) surface to

being in-the-plane of the film with the application of a modest

electric field [19]. These structures can be fabricated using

polymeric self-assembly methods for both the nanopillars in

the matrix [20], [21] and for the crossbar nanowires [22]. We

can position the ferromagnetic nanopillars so that they couple

Fig. 1. Schematic of QCA cells. The open circles represent the QD and

the solid ones are electrons. The Coulomb blockade between two

electrons results in two configurations of electrons in diagonal QDs

representing logic ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1.’’

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of elongated ferromagnetic dots: the size of dot is

small enough to maintain a single ferromagnetic domain and the

direction of magnetization presents either ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’;

(b) schematic of a section of MQCA wire. The adjacent dots are coupled

antiferromagnetically, i.e., the opposite magnetization direction.
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antiferromagnetically. A key to making RAMA work is the

ability to prepare large, very regular arrays of nanopillars

arranged in a square pattern. Large square arrays templated by

triblock terpolymers [21] have recently been demonstrated.

The proposed logic array is similar to an MQCA and

works in the following fashion. We design our array so that
the ferromagnetic pillars couple antiferromagnetically

through their dipolar exchange and thus there are two

stable configurations of the array, with each magnet being

oppositely magnetized for the two configurations. Similar

to QCA, each bit consists of four pillars in a square with two

corners polarized up and two down, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

This arrangement provides stability for the bit as opposed to

using a single pillar as well as allowing us to map the logic
gates unto existing gate designs for QCA. A sample gate

(inverter gate) is also illustrated in Fig. 4. The unique

Fig. 3. Method of constructing the logic array.

Fig. 4. An illustration of the four-pillar bit pattern and a sample gate, i.e., the inverter (‘‘not gate’’).
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features of RAMA consist of the way the array is configured

by using the interaction of the ferromagnetic pillars with

the ferroelectric matrix and the sole use of electric fields

for configuration, input, output, and operation of the

array.
The two states of this bit can be represented by the

state of the left uppermost corner, which could be up or

down and the other magnets would adjust accordingly. Any

pattern of such bits can be formed in the array by disabling

unwanted pillars in the following fashion: electric fields

are applied to the interface between the pillars (bits) and

the surrounding ferroelectric material using the cross bar

of wires, column by column. The strain on the interface
will cause the easy axis of the pillars to be rotated 90�,
from perpendicular to the surface of the array (out-of-

plane), to parallel to the surface (in-plane). A gate pattern

can then be imposed on the array by disabling all of the

unnecessary pillars, e.g., the inverter gate illustrated in

Fig. 4. Because of the hysteresis of the polarization in the

ferroelectric, the remnant polarization will keep the easy

axis in-plane until a small reverse electric field (the coer-
cive field) is applied. The only reason to reactivate the

pillars with the small reverse electric field would be to

create a new gate pattern, i.e., reconfigure the array.

Gate operations would be initiated by applying an

electric field to the left uppermost corner of the input bit

which would rotate its magnetization in plane. This is also

illustrated in Fig. 4. A very small magnetic field from a small

wire loop above the array can be applied either up or down as
the electric field is slightly reversed from the corner pillar,

and thus this bit will be written and the magnetic

information will then propagate through the MQCA as in

any other MQCA. In fact the array can be clocked by using

the electric fields to gate the propagation of the spin flips

by selectively weakening the magnetization in the dots

reducing the barrier to rotation from out-of-plane to in-

plane. No magnetic fields are required for the clocking,
only synchronized electric fields.

The output bits can be read using either an inductive

method utilizing a pickup loop over the output bits, using a

capacitive method (as shown in Fig. 5) or an MTJ method.

(See a detailed discussion in [18].)

Of course, these RAMA arrays can also function well as
large memory arrays since the bits are nonvolatile and can

be individually addressed. In this case, one may want to

deactivate half of the pillars (alternate ones) so that the

remaining pillars are not coupled to their neighbors, and

thus can be individually written with another layer of wires

on top. If just a memory is desired then the pillars can be

spaced so that they couple very weakly and then all of the

pillars can be utilized for storage. This would provide a
very dense array of nonvolatile random access memory.

The projected performance and the device parameters

of RAMA based on CoFe2O4 nanopillars embedded in a

ferroelectric matrix (BiFeO3 or BaTiO3) are listed in

Table 1 in comparison with the end-of-road CMOS.

III . SPINTRONICS

A. MRAM Memory
MRAM is based on the concept of using the direction of

magnetization to store information, and magnetoresis-

tance (variation in resistance with magnetization) as infor-

mation readout. It was originally invented in the late

1980s to replace bulky and heavy plated wire radiation

hard memories [23]. The basic memory cell is a dual stripe

of anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) layers separated by

a nonmagnetic spacer. AMR materials were also used in
the read head of magnetic recording hard disk drives

(HDD). AMR is a change in the resistance of ferromag-

netic conductors depending on the angle between the

magnetization and the current. The magnitude of this

effect is only about 2% for the most common magneto-

striction-free NiFe or NiFeCo alloys suitable for device

applications. The low resistance of metallic AMR thin-film

Fig. 5. Illustration of the writing and the reading of the bits.
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memory elements and low magnetoresistance resulted in

an AMR–MRAM memory architecture that required the
connection of a large number of memory elements in

series with a large pass transistor, hence the read signal

was further degraded. MRAM was a niche nonvolatile (i.e.,

retains memory when power is off) memory device for

specialty radiation hard application when it was first

invented, with dimensions larger than 1 �m.

The advancement of the MRAM technology benefited

greatly from the rapid improvements and revolutionary
discoveries in magnetoresistive materials fueled by the

need to enhance magnetic recording areal density.

In the late 1980s, giant magnetoresistance (GMR) was

discovered [24], [25]. It was immediately realized that this

not only had the potential to enhance the performance of

HDD, but also would improve MRAM read performances.

The simplest form of GMR films consist of two magnetic

layers separated by a Cu spacer, and had a magnetoresis-
tance (MR) ratio of 6% initially and later more than 10%

with improvements. New MRAM storage cells using spin

valves [26] and pseudospin valves [27], [28] were proposed.

The memory states were defined by the magnetization

direction of the free layer being either parallel or

antiparallel to that of the pinned or hard magnetic layer.

No magnetic fields were required during read operation for

these new memory modes. The all-metallic thin films still
required many elements to be connected in series with a

pass transistor, which degraded the read signal and speed.

In the early 1990s, higher tunnel magnetoresistance

(TMR) was discovered in MTJ materials [29], [30]. While

many efforts were directed at adapting MTJs for HDD read

head applications for higher areal density, a few pioneering

groups [31], [32], partially funded by the U.S. Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), were pursu-
ing MTJ materials for MRAM applications. The resistance of

MTJ material is easily tunable by varying the tunnel barrier

thickness to match the impedance of the semiconductor

isolation devices, so it enabled, for the first time, one MTJ

element and one transistor bit cell (1TMTJ) architecture, as

shown in Fig. 6. The magnetoresistance of an MTJ (TMR

ratio) is much higher than for GMR material, and the read

signal of MTJ-based MRAM is greatly improved as a result.
Read speed in the range of 10 ns became feasible as a

consequence of the improved signal levels.

The writing of standard MRAM is accomplished by

flowing orthogonal currents to produce the required

orthogonal magnetic fields at the cell at their cross point.

The writing current required per line is on the order of

5–10 mA or larger: a very large pass transistor is required to

control the pulsing of this large current. The only feasible
option to minimize memory chip footprint is to share this

large write current over many rows or columns of cells. The

bits at the cross points get written, but the bits that experience

half of the writing field under just one current line are Bhalf-

selected.[ The magnetic switching fields of a single free layer

bits depend sensitively on the exact bit shapes since shape

anisotropy is the main contributor to the free layer magnetic

anisotropy, and have a large variation in a large memory array.
As a result, some bits may experience half-select disturb

switching problems. This was one of the key problems

blocking the development of MRAM memory products. A

new storage mode using a synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF)

free layer was invented and resulted in a rotational switching

of the free layer with a greatly enhanced writing operational

window [33]. Other inventions, such as the addition of oxygen

Fig. 6. Schematic drawing for MRAM.

Table 1 Projected Device Parameters of RAMA
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gas during etch to solve MTJ shorting problems and metal line
cladding to reduce write current and provide partial stray

magnetic field shielding, greatly improved MRAM chip

performances and expedited its productization [34].

A MRAM chip product prototype was announced in

2003 and the first ever MRAM commercial products

started to ship in 2006 [35]. The manufacturability of MTJ

devices as memory bits was proven in these nonvolatile

MRAM products, having high read and write speeds (tens
of nanoseconds) and nearly unlimited endurance.

Today 180- and 90-nm standalone MRAM products are

finding more and more applications in various areas where

their unique features of being nonvolatile fast and of

unlimited endurances are vital: satellite applications, auto-

motive data recorders, industrial controls, etc. Efforts are

ongoing to scale MRAM technology to 65 nm for both

standalone and embedded applications.

B. STT-RAM Memory
STT-RAM stands for spin transfer torque random access

memory. It utilizes a spin polarized current to directly

switch the magnetization of a nanomagnet. It was theoret-

ically predicted in 1996, and first demonstrated in metallic

spin valve thin films with critical switching current density

ðJc0Þ > 107�108 A/cm2 [36]–[41], which is too high for
practical memory devices. Grandis reported the first STT

switching in an MTJ with Jc0 less than 107 A/cm2 [42].

Grandis also demonstrated STT switching in MgO barrier

MTJ devices with Jc0 in the 1 to 5� 106 A/cm2 range and

TMR > 150% [43].

The STT switching technique brings significant advan-

tages to magnetic random access memory (MRAM). In

STT-RAM, the half select disturb problem of conventional
field writing MRAM was avoided because the writing

currents only flow to the cells being written. STT-RAM

enables MRAM scalability beyond 65 nm by reducing

write current more than 10� in a 1-T (transistor)/1-MTJ

memory cell architecture such as the one shown in Fig. 7.

It also leads to simpler memory architecture and manu-

facturing than conventional MRAM.

A viable new memory technology must demonstrate a
clear path to migrate to smaller and denser memory size

with lower power consumption as the underlying CMOS

logic technology scales down as predicted by the Interna-

tional Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)

roadmap. One of the major drawbacks of conventional

MRAM has been the increase of switching current as the

technology scales down. STT-RAM solves this switching

current problem by applying the spin polarized current
vertically through the MTJ element. Whether the nano-

magnet switches is determined roughly by the current

density; therefore, as the CMOS technology scales down,

and the area of the MTJ element decreases, the total cur-

rent decreases, as shown in Fig. 8.

Advances in Jc0 reduction have been fast and steady, and

along with the obvious advantages of STT-RAM, they have

driven continued increases in STT-RAM R&D activities.

SONY Corporation demonstrated for the first time a 180-nm

logic STT-RAM test chip in 2005 at the International Electron

Devices Meeting (IEDM) [44], and Hitachi and Tohoku
University demonstrated a circuit design for a 2-Mb STT-RAM

chip in 2007 at the International Solid-State Circuits

Conference (ISSCC) using a 200-nm CMOS process [45].

These early STT-RAM demonstrations used large transistor

nodes (130–180 nm) and smaller MTJ sizes (90-nm width),

for their larger drive currents to switch a smaller MTJ element.

Recently, 50-nm perpendicular MTJ dots were reported to

have very low STT writing current [46], and 45-nm CMOS
platform was used for an embedded STT-RAM test chip using

in-plane MTJ films [47]. For the first time, MTJ-materials-

based memory devices are being developed at the same

advanced nodes as mainstream semiconductor memories [44].

Fig. 8. Comparison of writing current scaling trends between

MRAM and STT-RAM.

Fig. 7. STT-RAM memory cell cross-sectional sketch. BL stands for

bit line, SL stands for sense line, and WL stands for word line.
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One of the key issues of STT-RAM technology has
always been the reduction of the STT writing current of the

MTJ storage element while maintaining sufficient thermal

stability for adequate data retention and minimal write/

read error rates [48]. Thermal stability of the storage layer

in an MTJ not only affects STT-RAM memory cell standby

data retention, but also it affects the write current

distribution and hence write error rate, and read disturb

error rate. A key figure of merit for STT writing, [STT
critical writing current Ic0 divided by the thermal stability

factor ð�Þ] was proposed [46] to compare various types of

MTJ materials. Equations for Ic0=� for various types of MTJ

materials can be found in [44]. This parameter offers a

standardized way to compare results from various groups

and from various MTJ materials (e.g., in-plane MTJ versus

perpendicular MTJ). Since low thermal stability MTJ

devices tend to have lower STT writing currents, thus it
will be misleading to compare STT writing currents

between devices having different thermal stability factors.

To switch the free layer magnetization in a conven-

tional in-plane MTJ device, a spin polarized current is

applied, and the free layer magnetization starts precessing

around the direction of the total effective field. The

magnetization has to overcome a very large out-of-plane

demagnetizing field before it can switch to the opposite
direction. The out-of-plane demagnetizing field does not

contribute to the thermal stability of the in-plane free

layer, yet it causes the STT writing current to be much

higher, thus making the ratio of writing current over �
higher. Perpendicular MTJs (PMTJ) for STT-RAM had

been investigated to solve this problem [49], [50]. Indeed

very low STT writing current was demonstrated at

reasonably high thermal stability factor [46]. Perpendic-
ular magnetic materials have been extensively studied for

HDD hard disk application as a recording media. This type

of material is capable of having a very high magnetic

anisotropy field arising from the atomic properties of these

materials. No shape anisotropy is required, and circular

shaped bits can be used, which simplifies the manufactur-

ing process. Sizes below even 10 nm are expected to have

enough thermal stability due to the high anisotropy field
(> 2 Tesla) in some of these materials. The main chal-

lenges of making PMTJ work for STT-RAM are how to

make these materials compatible with the MgO tunnel

barrier, yielding high TMR ratio and spin transfer effi-

ciency, and decreasing their damping constants for lower

STT writing currents.

Another promising approach in solving the high out-of-

plane demagnetizing field of conventional in-plane MTJ
devices is to induce strong perpendicular anisotropy in the

in-plane free layer material through material engineering,

to the degree that it nearly cancels the demagnetizing

field, so that the in-plane magnetization of the free layer

can easily rotate out-of-plane and switch to the opposite in-

plane direction [48]. Shape anisotropy will still be needed

to achieve adequate thermal stability.

Today the lowest STT critical writing current density

reported with reasonable storage thermal stability (> 40)

was about 1 to 2� 106 A/cm2 for in-plane MTJ materials
[48] and around 2� 106 A/cm2 for PMTJ materials [46].

Because in-plane MTJ elements need an aspect ratio of

more than 2 to 3, and PMTJ simply uses a circular shape,

total STT writing currents are comparable. As shown in

Fig. 9, such write current levels enable the design of

smaller than 8 F2 STT-RAM memory cells.

At the present time, high TMR ratio> 150% and low RA

(G 10 ��m2) seem to be achieved by various groups using
in-plane MTJ materials. In the case of PMTJ materials, on

the other hand, it seems hard to achieve these transport

performances. More work is needed in this area.

Future STT-RAM architectures employing cross-point

architecture and multiple (> 4) storage states per bit can

effectively lower the memory cell size to 2–4 F2 range to

compete with storage class memories such as Flash.

The switching of an MTJ free layer using STT is
intrinsically capable of being completed in less than 1 ns, if

the writing current amplitude is large enough. A typical

writing current dependence on writing current pulse width is

shown in Fig. 10 for an in-plane MTJ elliptical element with a

size of 90 nm� 180 nm. It can be seen that there is tradeoff

between writing speed and the current level required, which

scales with the size of the transistor or memory cell size.

The read operation of STT-RAM is very similar to
conventional field writing MRAM, even though MTJ based

on AlOx tunnel barrier, with much lower TMR ratio (�25%),

supports a read access time of 30 ns. STT-RAM uses MgO

barrier-based MTJ having a TMR ratio greater than 120%.

Circuit simulation showed that 2–5-ns read access time is

possible with even 2–5 �A read current differential. Unlike

MRAM, STT-RAM has a read current disturb switching issue.

This can be minimized by controlling the read current level
and designing the bit with proper thermal stability [48].

Fig. 9. Simulation study of scaling with size F for in-plane DMTJ

devices. The line without symbols is the drive current of a typical

6 F2 transistor.
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Write endurance test results beyond 1Eþ 12 cycles are

shown in Fig. 11, where no degradation is seen in the

performances of the MTJ bits. Demonstration of more than

1Eþ 13 cycles (10 ns equivalent) has been reported in

literature [44].

In summary, STT-RAM retains the major benefits of
MRAM of being a fast and nonvolatile memory with no

known wear-out mechanism, and unlimited endurance;

and extends the scalability to sub-10-nm nodes. For the

first time, STT-RAM is being demonstrated at a leading

edge CMOS node like other mainstream semiconductor

memories.

C. STT-RAM Potential Applications
Currently, mainstream existing semiconductor memo-

ry technologies like SRAM, DRAM, and Flash are greatly

challenged beyond 45 nm. SRAM has high power con-

sumption, and its leakage power increasing 10� with each

technology node. DRAM needs constant refreshing. Its

refresh current keeps increasing, and it is becoming harder to

maintain the minimum capacitance needed. Flash memory

has limited endurance, high write power, very slow write
speed, and multilevel cell and aggressive scaling leading to

reduced performance and complicated controller.

Power consumption in both mobile and data center

applications is an increasingly serious issue. Incorporating

STT-RAM in mobile applications can dramatically reduce

standby power; and it was estimated that replacing

DRAM with STT-RAM in data centers can reduce power

by up to 75%.
Memory performance is fast becoming the key bottleneck

that limits system performance, and critical applications are

becoming more data-centric, and less compute-centric.

Instant-on is becoming a requirement for many applications.

These problems create an opening for an alternative

high-speed, nonvolatile random access memory. The basic

requirements are capable of operating at high read and write

speeds of 10–30 ns, and having nearly unlimited endurances.
Main alternative nonvolatile memories that industry has

been pursing are phase change memory (PRAM) and

resistive change memory (RRAM). These not only lack the

endurances required for a working memory, but also

operates slower than the required 10–30 ns for both read

and write operations. STT-RAM has the potential to meet

both the endurance and speed requirements. STT-RAM will

enable new instant on mobile applications for consumer and
mission critical applications. These applications are expected

to drive the next boom of the semiconductor industry.

A comparison chart of major memory technologies is

shown in Table 2.

As the STT-RAM technology matures, and cell size is

reduced below 4 F2 using cross-point architecture and

multistates per cell, STT-RAM may also work as a replace-

ment for storage class memory such as Flash.

D. MTJ Based Logic Circuits
The main attraction of MTJs for logic is the nonvolatile

aspect, which allows in principle for zero-leakage and

instant-on operation. There are several ways to approach

the design of logic circuits based on MTJs, but essentially

those can be divided into two categories: one in which the

MTJs are arranged and function as 2-D memory arrays, and
another in which the MTJs are used as individual switches,

either in series/parallel configurations to provide logic

functionality, or as register replacement devices.

MTJ memory arrays for logic use the concept of look-up

tables (LUTs) as in several types of field-programmable

gate arrays (FPGAs) like the ones originally pioneered by

Xilinx [51] and later adopted by most other FPGA manu-

facturers [52]. The truth table for any Boolean function
can be directly stored in a LUT, with the address lines for

the LUT acting as logic inputs; thus for each input

combination, the corresponding minterm stored in the LUT

is being activated depending on the stored truth table value.

Any MRAM or STTRAM structure can be used for logic as a

LUT; the only difficulty coming from all the peripheral

circuitry needed for reliable operation. MTJs are passive
Fig. 11. Normalized TMR ratio of an MTJ bit is shown versus repeated

writing cycles.

Fig. 10. Experimental pulse width dependences of STT writing current

from Grandis in-plane MTJ devices. Positive current is for parallel to

antiparallel switching, and negative current is for antiparallel to

parallel switching. Lines are drawn as guides to the eye.
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devices, so for robust operation, there is always a need for

additional circuitry with gain (typically CMOS) at least at the

periphery (e.g., inputs, outputs, clocking, etc.) [53], and
typically as selection devices in one-transistor-one-MTJ

(1T1MTJ) configurations [48], although, at least in principle,

simpler one-diode-one-MTJ (1D1MTJ) in cross-point archi-

tectures is desirable [54]. As the area of the array grows as the

square of the number of rows or columns, while the periphery

grows only linearly with the number of rows/columns, the

larger the memory array the less important the overhead for

the periphery becomes. This can be a problem though for LUT
operations because if the LUTs become too large there is a

higher likelihood of resources remaining unused (for

example, for SRAM-based FPGAs the optimum LUT size is

between 16 and 64, i.e., 4–6 inputs [55]; such a MRAM array

would be dominated by the periphery, especially the read

sense amp). The main advantage of the LUT-style logic is

though that it can work even with poor TMR ratios; if a

memory is feasible, then a LUT-based logic is also feasible.
If higher TMR ratios (500%–1000%) become feasible as

predicted by theory [56], then non-LUT MTJ-based logic

becomes possible. For example, programmable logic arrays

(PLAs) would consist of two separate 2-D cross-point

1D1MTJ arrays in a two-level logic configuration, the so-

called and and or planes [57], in which the state of more

than one MTJ can contribute to the output function, by being

connected either in series, or more likely in parallel (this is
quite similar to the case of the two flavors of flash memory,

nandVseries, and norVparallel). Unlike a LUT that

implements logic functions based on the nonminimized

function truth table, a PLA can take advantage of two-level

logic minimization to reduce the circuit complexity. In either

case, both LUT- and PLA-based logic circuits would use MTJs

Bstatically[ in the sense that each MTJ would be programmed
once when the circuit is first configured, and would stay that

way until a reconfiguration is necessary; also, both LUT- and

PLA-based logic would have a clear demarcation between the

MTJ array and the CMOS peripheral circuitry.

There have also been proposals for tightly integrated

CMOS/MTJ hybrid circuits, in which the MTJ devices are an

integral part of the CMOS circuit functionality, as they are

switched on and off during regular operation [58]–[62]. In
some of these fine-grained CMOS/MTJ hybrid circuits, the

MTJ is generally used as a register replacement device while

the actual logic function uses regular CMOS transistor

networks. In other such schemes, there have been proposals

to use more complicated structures, with multiple wire

passing currents of different values that can switch an MTJ

that will represent the output of a logic function depending

on the wire configuration and the current values [63]. In that
case, the logic function is essentially a majority logic gate that

has as special cases many of the useful Boolean functions

[53]; unfortunately, for most of these proposed schemes, the

focus was on feasibility, no comprehensive study being per-

formed to compare the metrics (area, power, performance)

with competing solutions.

E. Transpinnor
A transpinnor is based on a GMR structure. A

prototype transpinnor was proposed and demonstrated by

Barna et al. [64]. It consists of a bridge of four spin valves

and a current stripline that could exert magnetic fields to

Table 2 Memory Technology Performance Comparison Chart (Source: Grandis)
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spin valves. Without any external fields, the bridge is
balanced, therefore there is no output. When a current

flows in the stripline, an external H field is generated, and

if the H field is large enough, it will switch the resistance

states of the spin valve. As a result, the bridge is no longer

balanced and there is an output. The output is propor-

tional to the GMR as well as the resistance (size) of spin

valves.

If two current strip lines are used, the transpinnor can be
used as a logic gate. The concept is to adjust the parameters

of spin valves as a function of the external fields generated by

the two striplines. For example, to make an or gate, the

output is turned on when the current in either input is

sufficient enough to switch the resistance of the spin valves.

Transpinnors can also be used for amplifiers, memo-

ries, analog-to-digital (A–D) converters, etc. However,

there is a lack of advancements up to date. It is largely due
to the small GMR (typically G 10%) of spin valves so that

the output is highly dependent on the size of the spin

valves which is not in favor of scaling. In addition, each

transpinnor requires four spin valves that also limits the

circuitry density significantly.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As the CMOS roadmap’s end draws closer, nanomagnetics

and spintronics can provide a new paradigm for informa-

tion processing. There are many more ideas for using spin

and magnetism for information processing than we can

discuss in this review and projection. We have selected

those devices that we were asked to discuss and that we are

most familiar with. Rather than restate what has already

been discussed, we would like to provide the reader with
the following take-home messages.

1) We can implement Boolean logic gates with

magnetic dots interacting via dipole–dipole inter-

actions (MQCAs) that are capable of reducing

energy dissipation by three orders of magnitude
compared to present-day transistors.

2) Reconfigurable arrays of MQCAs can be prepared

as independent storage bits with an extremely

regular structure that can be used for memory and

logic functions. The RAMA concept uses a novel

self-assembled thin-film array of magnetic nano-

pillars and nanowires that have very unique and

multifunctional properties.
3) MRAM was the first mainstream commercial

spintronic nonvolatile random access memory. It

is based on using current produced magnetic

fields for writing the information and the concept

of using the direction of magnetization to store

information, and magnetoresistance changes due

to spin polarized currents as information readout.

4) STT-RAM, the successor to MRAM, can go much
further to provide a truly universal memory that can

in principle replace most, if not all, semiconductor

memories in the near future. It utilizes a spin

polarized current to directly switch the magnetiza-

tion of a nanomagnet. The STT switching technique

brings significant advantages to MRAM: for the first

time, MTJ-materials-based memory devices are

being developed at the same advanced nodes as
mainstream semiconductor memories.

5) Novel logic architectures based on magnetoresis-

tive devices are also very possible.

6) The transpinnor, which is an all-metal-based archi-

tecture, is based on a GMR structure and can be used

as a logic gate, as well as for amplifiers, memories,

A–D converters, etc. Development of these devices

lags behind that of MRAM and STT-RAM.
Based on the advancements in these materials and

devices, the promise of the use of nanomagnetics and

spintronics for future logic and universal memory is at

hand. h
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